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Abstract This article determines whether transaction cost theory can be used as a
framework for analysing industrial district relationships, using the Gnosjö/Anderstorp
industrial district in Sweden as a case example. Interviews with six firm owner/
managers, representatives from the trade union and the local industrial development
centre were conducted. Data was analysed using pattern matching in accordance to the
theoretical framework. The findings indicate that interfirm relationships in the
industrial district are motivated by the desire to reduce transaction costs. The article
offers an alternative perspective in analysing industrial districts as current studies use
network theory in explaining the industrial district phenomena.
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The significance of industrial districts for business survival and regional economies
has been questioned in an era of increasingly fierce international competition and the
emergence of new technologies by recent reports on the decline of some formerly
praised classical district role models (Amin 1989 on Third Italy; Staber 1997 on Baden
Württemberg in Southwest Germany; Håkanson 2005; Sammarra and Belussi 2006 on
Italy). The models of industrial districts provide little substance in explaining these
new developments. The reason might be a focus on descriptive rather than explanatory
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research, the orientation on the past, the lack of embeddedness in a more
comprehensive theory, the overestimation of relational network structures or just
blindness, generated by the districts’ past success. The European research on industrial
districts has been mainly focused on network approaches, which as will be shown,
lends itself to some criticism. Therefore more sophisticated approaches are needed,
that remains not on a past-oriented descriptive level but provide powerful theories in
explaining current empirical district structures and especially in allowing the future-
oriented development of normative policy recommendations.

The objective of the paper is threefold:

– First, a transaction costs-based framework (TCT) for understanding the
interaction-patterns of industrial districts is provided and applied to the
Gnosjö/Anderstorp industrial district.

– Second, the need for hierarchical structures within industrial districts is stressed,
sustaining an institutional view of the industrial districts as “corporations”.

– Third, grounded on the theoretical framework and the empirical findings, a final
judgement of the viability of the district in a competitive international market is
derived and recommendations for future policies are developed.

Theoretical overview

The industrial district dilemma

The industrial district model has become popular as an approach to explain regional
economic development, with respect to a transformation, taking place in the 1970s in
the industrialised countries. According to the classical understanding, industrial
districts exhibit the following particular characteristics (Sengenberger and Pyke 1992):
(a) same industrial sector; (b) geographic proximity; (c) readiness for cooperation;
(d) competition not only on price; (e) entrepreneurial dynamism; (f) adaptable
workforce; (g) flexibility; and (h) trust and cooperation.

While most industrial districts enjoyed considerable success within the 1970s and
the beginning of the 1980s, the picture changed after the mid 80s when large
companies were initiating an in-depth process of business and production
restructuring. As a result, many industrial districts were running into trouble
(Trigilia 1992; Sammarra and Belussi 2006). Recently, more and more reports on the
decline of industrial districts have been published (Amin 1989; Staber 1997; Alberti
2006). These studies cite the following interlinked main problems that industrial
districts are currently facing: (a) continuously increasing competition from low-wage
countries; (b) the emergence of new technologies in production and data networks,
decreasing the advantages of proximity and opening up new forms of inter- and
intra-firm organisation; (c) the implementations of these changes in radical business
transformations at many large firms; and (d) the transition to knowledge-intensive
service industries (Håkanson 2005). Traditional models of industrial districts are
unable to explain these reports of declining industrial districts and do not integrate
the new structural, technological and competitive changes (Pinch et al. 2003;
Sammarra and Belussi 2006).
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Institutional-based view on industrial districts

The notion of institution is synonymously used in the notion of governance structure
in the TCT. It is defined as “a human mental construct for a coherent system of
shared (enforced) norms that regulate individual interactions in recurrent situations”
(Sjöstrand 1992:1011). Institutions fulfil the two main purposes of uncertainty
reduction and coordination of human behaviour. It is important to stress that
organisations are not identical to institutions. Institutions are the coherent systems of
shared norms for human interaction within legally prescribed organisations (North
1990 and 2005; Sjöstrand 1992). Sjöstrand’s framework identifies six generic types
of institutions along the dimensions: forms and rationales of interaction. Special
attention shall be placed on the institutional form that is labelled “corporation”,
characterised by a hierarchical rather than network-oriented form of interaction and a
calculative rather than ideational or genuine rationale of interaction (Table 1).

A calculative rationale of interaction follows the basic model assumptions of
TCT. According to this model, the neo-classical view of the economic actor as
homo oeconomicus is modified by the assumptions of bounded rationality and
opportunistic behaviour (Simon 1951). According to the calculative rationale,
interactions are guided by the price mechanism and aim at an exchange of goods.
The impact of morals and values that is considered as the main motive behind
economic interactions by proponents of an ideational or genuine rationale is in our
model assumed away, due to the minor importance.

A hierarchical form of interaction rather than a network-based form has been
chosen, since the assumption of truly symmetrical relationships of the network form
does not correspond with our perception of the real economic world. The empirical
and theoretical characteristics of industrial districts exhibit a high degree of
asymmetrical relationships, which are highly visible in the prevalent subcontracting
relationships within industrial districts. Moreover, this asymmetry has increased in
recent times as highlighted by Bianchi (1998:13): “the recent evolution of small
enterprise spatial systems (SESSs) has also revealed a tendency to a more
hierarchical style in the relationships between the standard small enterprise and the
newly emerged leading medium sized enterprises”. Even network researchers have
to admit, “whereas cooperative arrangements eliminate in principle the need for a
leading firm, in reality there seems to be a need for a key actor” (Szarka 1990:14).
Compared to the almost religious belief in the benefits of the market mechanism
expressed in several modern neoclassical writings, hierarchies are regarded as
imperfections and are frequently considered to be something that should be avoided.
However we will demonstrate that asymmetrical relationships possess a superior
functionality for coordination and uncertainty reduction among interacting entities.

Table 1 The institutional repertoire for human exchanges in society

Rationale of interaction/forms of interaction Calculative Ideational Genuine

Hierarchic Corporation Association Clan
Network type Market Movement Circle

Source: Sjöstrand 1992:1028
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Nooteboom (1993), in his study on firm size effects on transaction costs, showed
clear indicators for costs advantages of large vertically integrated institutions
compared to individual small entities under network-based institutions.

The costs disadvantages of network-based institutions have been identified within
the transaction process in the areas of: (a) threshold costs in setting up contacts,
contracts and governance schemes; and (b) differences with respect to the factors
that cause transaction costs as bounded rationality, opportunism, uncertainty, and
transaction specificity of assets. According to North’s (1990) argument, that the role
of institutions is to reduce transaction costs and thereby enable the specialisation on
which prosperity depends, hierarchical institutional forms will most often be the first
choice. The same conclusion is reflected in the popularity of mergers and
acquisitions in today’s business world.

A transaction cost-based view on industrial districts

The alternative approach towards industrial districts we propose is rooted in a
transaction costs model (Williamson 1979 and 1985), following its basic
assumptions:

– The overall economic goal is the optimisation of the total costs of exchange,
reflected in the sum of production and transaction costs.

– The total costs of exchange determine the choice of the most efficient
governance structure on the continuum from markets to hierarchies.

– The factors of bounded rationality, uncertainty, opportunism, small numbers of
transaction partners, information impactedness and atmosphere might cause
market failures.

We will demonstrate that the classical characteristics of industrial districts as
identified by Sengenberger and Pyke (1992), describe simply factors that decrease
the transaction costs among companies within the district mostly by imposing some
kind of asymmetrical form of interaction.

Mainly small firms engage in interactions, which are based on specialisation and
subcontracting. Specialisation induces both decreases in production and transaction
costs, resulting mainly from economies of scale and scope. But we can also observe
forms of highly asymmetrical relations in extensive subcontracting relations.
According to Marcela et al. (2002:239), “strategically managed networks are
comprised of firms that have improved their competitive position through more
effective harnessing of the resources that the network may offer”.

Geographic proximity of companies of the same industrial sector along the value
chain is the clearest sign for transaction costs savings in the form of decreased
transportation and communication costs. Feser (2002) work on industrial clusters
indicates three ways firms can benefit from local supply of specialised inputs and
services. Firstly, the need for a clustered firm to produce its inputs in house and at a
higher cost is reduced if the local market can provide those inputs more efficiently.
Secondly, proximity to suppliers allows increased flexibility in that inputs can be
obtained in smaller quantities more easily or on an as needed basis, and this
facilitates just in time manufacturing. He goes on saying that “Proximity to suppliers
is especially critical for firms in markets with volatile levels of demand” (Feser
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2002:2487). Thirdly, buyers can more easily work directly with their local suppliers
which can greatly improve the efficiency of any collaborative agreements regarding
product design, etc.

Readiness for cooperation often leads industrial districts to more established
collective institutions like associations of employers and industrial service centres.
This follows the need for coordination of the exchange relationships within the
district. These associations are the most obvious indicators for asymmetrical
relations in industrial districts. In his paper on the importance of cooperation in
industrial clusters Hubert Schmitz points out that cooperation is important and can
lead to advantages for localised firms and that it can help them to overcome any
crises that the industry may face. He does then go on to analyse Marshall’s external
economies and says; “There is consensus in the literature that the most basic
advantage which firms (especially small firms) derive from being located in a cluster
lies in local external economies.” Schmitz (2000:324)

The observation that competition can not only be based on prices, reflects the fact
that most investigated industrial districts are located in highly developed countries
with a high level of labour costs. Therefore these districts can not compete solely on
production prices. They have to find ways to decrease the total lifecycle costs of
their products and the transaction costs for their customers. The characteristics of
entrepreneurial dynamism and an adaptable workforce will help firms to identify
innovative areas for decreases in transaction costs. These views are supported by
Pandit and Cook (2003: 233) “The firm may benefit from customer proximity which
can be especially important when customers are sophisticated. Such customers can
encourage innovation by being demanding and by alerting suppliers to new trends
and innovations. The firm may also benefit from reduced consumer search costs”.

Flexibility is the one characteristic that has been most often stressed as key
advantage of small firm based industrial districts over large centralised corporations.
In today’s business world, flexibility can not anymore unequivocally attributed to
small firms. Industrial districts possess some hierarchical institutions, which might
mitigate the increasing comparative loss of flexibility of the isolated small firm.
However, in this respect, the comparatively low intensity of vertical integration and
the limited responsibility of the central institutions do not yet seem to allow a higher
level of flexibility. With regards to the pooled labour market, Feser (2002) believes
the increased availability of skilled/experienced labour gives firms more flexibility to
expand and contract with minimal disruption, to shifts in product demand. He also
says that because the clustered industry employs workers with similar skills, the
average level of worker skill will be improved, which will benefit firms by
increasing efficiency.

Trust is one important means to decrease uncertainty. The risk of a break of
contractual agreements that companies face when dealing with unknown partners, is
lessened when the reliability of the partner can be evaluated on the basis of personal
experience or by receiving references from other trustworthy persons nearby.
Moreover, trust might also attribute to direct decreases in transaction costs, when the
need for written and legally approved contractual agreements can be substituted by
agreements of lesser formality. This point of view is supported by the following
statement by Gossling (2003:675): “Trust is supposed to be an efficient functional
equivalent of contracts, guarantees, insurances, safeguards etc. Trust between actors
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reduces transaction costs”. He also states that entrepreneurs will only put small
amounts of money at risk when transactions occur with trusted partners in order to
reduce their risk and he says that the benefits to be gained by acting opportunistically
for the partner are too small to risk the long-term relationship as well as his
reputation.

A transaction costs-based theoretical framework

Guided by this understanding of industrial districts as transaction costs reducing
asymmetrical governance forms, we developed the following conceptual framework
based on three dimensions: intensity, form and rationale of interaction (see Fig. 1).

Within the dimension of intensity of interaction we investigated in which general
way interactions were carried out. The scope of interaction provided information on
the functional areas in which firms of the district cooperated, the role and identity of
cooperation partners and the sources of this cooperation. Geographic dispersion of
interaction provided information on the intensity of interactions within the district
compared to outside the district. Finally, importance of geographic proximity for
interaction focussed on the decrease of transaction costs caused simply by the
proximity of partners.

Within the dimension form of interaction basically we investigated how far
hierarchical governance structures could be considered superior in industrial districts

Intensity of interaction
Scope of interaction 
Geographic dispersion of 
interaction 
Importance of geographic 
proximity for interaction 

Form of interaction (Hierarchy 
vs. Market)
Symmetry/Asymmetry of 
relationships 

Dependency 

Contextual factors affecting 
appropriate governance form 

Uncertainty 
Opportunism 
Number of transaction 
partners 
Information impact 
Bounded rationality 

Rationale of interaction 
(Calculative vs. Social)

The social aspect of 
cooperative goals 
The calculative aspect of 
cooperative goals 

Fig. 1 Theoretical framework
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compared to market-based governance structures. We analysed the degree of
asymmetry of interactions among the firms in the district and the extent to which
the contextual factors for market failure could be observed for interactions among
firms of the district and between firms within and outside the district.

Within the dimension rationale of interaction we observed to what extent the
calculative rationale reflected in the transaction costs based assumption of intentional
rationality was reflected in the motivation of the entrepreneurs of the district. Special
attention was dedicated to the rationale behind engagements in formal and informal
“networks”.

Research methodology

We adopted a case study research strategy following Yin’s (1989) guidelines for
conducting case studies.

Research site

We have chosen the Gnosjö/Anderstorp industrial district (GAID) in Southern
Sweden for the empirical part of the study. Gnosjö/Anderstorp has a population of
about 80,000 inhabitants and covers four municipalities. This area has a good
reputation as an internationally recognised small-business region, with approximately
1,500 firms. The median employee size is from five to six employees. It is one of the
ten most important industrial districts in Sweden. The firms within this industrial
agglomeration are mainly engaged in manufacturing, particularly in metal, plastic
and rubber industries. The district, also called Small firm Mecca, is characterised by
a very high employment and new firm birth rate in manufacturing industries
(Johannisson 1984; Davidsson 1995).

Data collection and analysis

The data in this study was collected during a 2-day visit to the GAID. This data
was obtained by interviewing six owner-managers and other managerial level
employees in six SMEs at the firms’ locations. A visit to the industrial
development centre and a meeting with the manufacturing industry union
representatives complemented the company interviews, providing alternative
points of view on the business structure and the interactions within the region.
The interview data was supported by observations made during the company’s
visits and company brochures.

The interviews were semi-structured in nature and consisted to a large extent of
open-ended questions. The length of the visits varied between one to two hours.
Even though the interviewers had formal question outlines, topics of various areas
were tackled during the interviews. The face-to-face interviews and factory tours
also provided a good opportunity for direct observation through which the
behaviours and environmental conditions could be manifested.

The construct validity was enhanced by the usage of multiple sources of evidence
and the establishment of a chain of evidence. To maintain the chain of evidence, the
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case study reports were structured along the lines presented in the questionnaires. To
ensure internal validity, pattern-matching data analysis was conducted. Empirical
patterns were compared to the theoretically proposed patterns. The reliability of the
case study design was ensured through extended documentation and the development
of both a study protocol and a database.

Results and discussion

The following table presents a short description of the organisations (Table 2).

Intensity of interaction

This section aims to describe the intensity of interactions that the firms exhibit both
inside and outside the district.

Scope of interaction There were different kinds of institutionalised social organisations
in the area. The most relevant ones included: two churches, the scout group, the rotary
club, the lions club and several sports clubs. Haga Metall and ELBE seemed to be the
most actively involved in these organisations.

Table 2 Short description of the organisations

Organisation Year
Founded

Product/service Clients/markets Employees

Levi Peterson
Industry AB

1914 Clamps and straps for the heavy
vehicles industry. Rivets and
bent wire

Volvo, DAF and Scania.
Exports to Belgium,
France, Holland,
Australia and Poland

21

ELBE AB 1945 Display racks made of wood,
plastic, sheet metal and
baskets

Coca-Cola, Malaco,
Cloetta, and Wasa.
Exports mainly to
Scandinavian countries

95
(3 factories)

Peltor AB 1950 Hearing protectors for work
and sport, helmets, visors,
headphones with
communication capabilities

Exports mainly to
Scandinavian countries

320

Pelop AB 1995 Tools for stamping machines Mainly in Gnosjö
County

3

Haga Metall AB 1946 Metal cutting for the
automotive industry

Peltor AB, Rover
and Ferguson

24

SM Johannesson 1954 Frames for bag filters and
cable channelling systems

Export to more than
39 countries

28

The Industriellt
Utveklingscentrum
I Gnosjö AB
(IUC)

Local industrial development centre established in 1996. It is equally owned by 69
manufacturing companies and three union departments in the region with a board
of six members

Manufactu-ring
Industry Union

Comprises 6,500 members from the Gnosjö region. Most of them come from the
plastics and rubber industries. Consistent with Sweden’s reputation for being
highly unionised, 93–94% of the potential members in this region are organised
union members
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Referring to institutionalised business organisations, the majority of the firms had
joined the local trade association. The only exception was Pelop, which was the
smallest firm visited. Haga Metall had three main business networks, two of them
situated in the local area.

The areas of cooperation with customers were mainly in product development and
information technology (Levi Peterson, ELBE, Pelop, SM Johannesson and
Haga Metall). The biggest firms in the district (ELBE, Peltor and SM Johannesson)
cooperated with their suppliers by exchanging technical information and achieving
higher quality standards. Haga Metall and SM Johannesson also offered training
seminars to their suppliers and subcontractors.

Following this line of cooperation, the IUC offered training courses, quality
control and information about supplier’s chains although at the time of the study,
their main objective was the development of a networking program for the district.

These findings indicated that there was a relatively high level of interaction
between firms in the industrial area. Most of the interaction was centred in product
development and information exchanges. Hardly any interactions were identified
among competitors.

Geographical dispersion of interaction Among the biggest companies in the district,
we observed a relatively highly internationalised customer base. All firms except
Pelop were selling to both the national and the international market.

With respect to the suppliers, the general objective was to have them as close as
possible, provided that they were competitively priced. All the firms had the
majority of their suppliers in the region. ELBE had 95% of its suppliers within a
30-km radius from the industrial district, Peltor 75%, and the rest of the firms
showed similar figures.

All the firms conceded that the most intense relationships in terms of suppliers
were maintained with companies inside the district. However, from the end-
customer’s side their most intense relationships were outside the industrial district.

Importance of geographic proximity for interaction On one hand, three of the firms
visited stressed the importance of proximity with their suppliers. The main reasons
were that it was usually cheaper and it was easier to do business if they were closer
because “they speak the same language” (Haga Metall). This was also pointed out
when we visited the IUC, “It is important to have the suppliers inside the region
because it reduces costs and there is a better communication due to the language”.
On the other hand, the two remaining firms did not mind whether the suppliers were
inside or outside the district. According to SM Johannesson’s owner: “The location
does not matter, we want quality”. In addition, Levi’s CEO intimated: “It is not
important having your suppliers inside if they are more expensive than the ones
outside, we want less cost”.

There appeared to be a trend towards firms in the district being bought by outside
companies which may hinder the creation and maintenance of networks. Peltor was
one example of such structural change. The IUC representatives believed that this
would be the prevalent trend for the following 10 years. This evidence was held by
two main reasons: first, the shift in generations, who might not be concerned with
networking in the community as much as the previous generations (Levi Peterson
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and SM Johannesson). Second, there was an increasing competitive pressure that
was forcing companies to grow or merge in order to maintain a competitive level of
efficiency.

Even though the geographic proximity to suppliers had been considered to be
beneficial in terms of savings of transaction costs, there was a clear indication for
eroding of network ties within the district due to the above-mentioned reasons.

Forms of interaction (hierarchy vs market)

Symmetry/asymmetry of relationships There were evident power relationships
between suppliers, firms and customers in this district. Although all of the firms
visited had subcontractors within the GAID, each varied as to the number. Most of
them were not dependent on their subcontractors and said that they could easily
change suppliers or subcontractors in a week. Another way the firms control
dependence on suppliers was through the amount ordered. Peltor ensured that at
most 10% of purchases originated from one supplier. SM Johannesson had more
than two suppliers for each supplied well.

Peltor had mentioned that some of their suppliers were completely dependent
on them. Therefore, they needed to help their subcontractors to grow with them
together by submitting orders, collaborating in product development and pushing
them to apply for quality accreditation. Peltor stressed: “We pushed our suppliers
to achieve certain quality standards. Besides, the community seems to be aware
that our company might go to another place if there is no collaboration”. In their
perspective it seemed to be easier to help the subcontractor than to find a new
one.

Levi Peterson AB mentioned that 90% of their output was sold to their three
main customers: Volvo, Scania and DAF. He also noted that almost all-big
automobile manufacturers change their purchasers every year, such that it would be
difficult for a firm to develop social ties with the purchasers. However, these
customers were also dependent on them because they would incur high switching
costs if they moved to a different supplier. He explained that the costs for making
the tools for the customer’s parts are integrated in the price. Therefore, if firms
changed suppliers, the new suppliers would have to charge them for making new
tools again.

All the entrepreneurs asserted that the ideas for the products came from the
customers although they usually gave suggestions on how to improve the product
or process of making the product. In the end, it was still the customer’s decision
that had to be followed. Haga Metall even mentioned that customers from the
industrial district were sometimes more difficult to deal with because they were
demanding. The owner of Pelop also experienced this dependence on his
customers.

Firms in the industrial district also competed against each other. Many of them
even shared the same suppliers. There was also competition for the workforce.
According to SM Johannesson, although employee turnover was low, it was
common for workers to move from one company to another. He also expressed that
a firm could get the better workers if it paid better salaries compared to other firms.
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The previous discussion strongly sustained the argument of the prevalence of
asymmetrical power relationships between firms inside the GAID. Generally, the
dependencies were considered to be mutual mostly due to transaction costs involved
in a change of the partner. However, the quality of these dependencies varied to a
high degree. While the bigger companies might be able to change their suppliers at
minor switching costs, there were a number of small specialised subcontractors
dependent on an ongoing business relationship with few or even a single customer
within the district. Finally, although a lot of cooperation among firms was observed,
there was also an existing competition for resources.

Contextual factors affecting the governance form The results of the study point to
four basic contextual factors that evidenced the efficiency of hierarchical relationship
rather than market relationships between firms in the GAID.

Uncertainty Most of the entrepreneurs interviewed, preferred dealing with firms
inside the GAID and felt that there was no need to sign contracts because the
suppliers and buyers knew each other very well and trusted each other enough. The
entrepreneurs also perceived that common language and norms reduced uncertainty
and eliminated the need for contracts.

While doing business with outsiders from the district, the written contract seemed
to be the preferable and common basis for interactions. However, the importance of
these contracts was gradually reduced with the time of reliable interactions. ELBE
and Peltor did not sign contracts but instead conducted business on an order basis.
Only two entrepreneurs signed contracts with their distributors/customers. For SM
Johannesson this was mainly due to the fact that most of their distributors were from
outside Sweden and for Haga Metall, these contracts were enforced regardless of
location.

The trust was also manifested by their relationship with the trade union. The
representative of the union stated: “This region has basic trust setting although there
are some entrepreneurs who do not fit this pattern. There is a constructive
environment”.

The above discussion proved that firms preferred to deal with others located
within the district because of reduced uncertainty; they knew each other better and
trusted each other more. At the same time an increasing number of firms relied on
the power of well formulated contracts in order to reduce uncertainty when dealing
with outside companies.

Opportunism and number of transaction partners Firms preferred to deal with a large
number of firms, preferable located in the GAID, in order to reduce the risk of
opportunistic behaviour. Since most firms in the district were small, they were also
more vulnerable to opportunistic behaviour. For example, Pelop experienced the
sudden withdrawal of a large order by a customer. Since they did not have any
contract, they could not do anything about it. Other firms tried to reduce the risk of
opportunism by ensuring the availability of several alternative suppliers
(SM Johannesson) and limiting the volume of purchases from one single supplier
(Peltor). All entrepreneurs in the study also mentioned that their machinery was in
general not restricted to the manufacturing of a customer-specific good. This ensured
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the potential ongoing usage of machinery in cases of a termination of an important
business relationship. Regarding the anticipated opportunistic behaviour of transaction
partners, most entrepreneurs were confident that very few firms in the GAID would
intentionally abuse the business relationship at the expense of another company within
the district. Firms would risk losing their reputation if they engaged in opportunistic
behaviour. Since the region was relatively small, dishonest behaviour of business
partners would spread quickly within the district.

Consistent with the results of the previous section, the firms in GAID felt that
other firms within the district would be less likely to act opportunistic. The firms
also tempered this risk of opportunism, since they chose several partners within the
district to do business with.

Information impactedness All firms agreed that it was easier to deal with firms
within the industrial district because information was exchanged faster. Consultation
about materials or product specifications could be obtained almost immediately. This
was especially true for small firms like Pelop. The owner mentioned that it was easy
to just hop into his car and drive to a client when a machine broke down or when
they wanted to discuss a new part. SM Johannesson regularly conducted informal
meetings with their subcontractors to discuss products, evaluated their performance
and ensured that they would grow together with the company in terms of capacity.

A very important concept was mentioned by the owner of SM Johannesson
regarding tacit knowledge, stating that “knowledge is an advantage. It is difficult to
transfer this knowledge to a subcontractor because the knowledge resides in the
mind of the worker”. In this sense, the employees were the most important asset of
the company. It was however mentioned that with the usage of more sophisticated
and easier machinery the importance of such tacit knowledge decreases.

The firms in the GAID realised of the importance of collaborating with each other
in order to grow and survive. This was especially true since a lot of companies were
starting to target international markets. The firms cooperated with buyers and
suppliers increasingly in the areas of product and technological development.
Institutional forms that facilitated the transfer of knowledge and information would
gain importance. Long-term hierarchical relationships would ensure this transfer far
superior than more short-term oriented market relationships, as companies might
invest in compatible information technology in order to facilitate the information
transfer or had to invest time in the mutual understanding of specific products and
company cultures.

Bounded rationality The IUC representative mentioned that the firms within the
GAID were highly reluctant to be involved with external consultants. All
entrepreneurs except one (SM Johannesson) asserted that they did not work with
consultants. “We have our own heads”. The IUC representative explained that
entrepreneurs in the district were highly individualistic, despite the relatively dense
network of cooperation among each other. The general tendency of ignoring the
consultation of outside knowledge posed limits on the capability for decision
making. A growing awareness for this deficit was exhibited in the educational
objectives of the development centre. Another reason for bounded rationality was
observed in the intensive occupation of many owner-managers in the daily
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operations of the firm. Firms with few outside linkages were facing the risk of losing
the awareness for developments outside the GAID. Another reason for this lack of
long-term planning might be attributed to the fact that many entrepreneurs had rather
a technical than a managerial background. Moreover, all except one of the six firms
studied were family managed.

Most of the entrepreneurs mentioned that they had plans to integrate information
technology into their systems. The IUC representative also mentioned plans for an
integrated database system where firms participating in the network were linked to
each other.

It was also quite noticeable that the firms were not highly active in improving
formal education of their employees. Although the entrepreneurs admitted that their
employees had a low level of education, it was not considered as a serious concern,
referring to highly automated production processes.

Overall the empirical findings were in accordance with the conclusion of
Nooteboom (1993:8) arguing that small firm’s rationality was more bounded along
three dimensions: width (fewer functional areas in staff support), depth (lower level
of education), and variety (dominance of the personal perspective of the
entrepreneur).

Rationale of interaction (calculative vs social)

It was observed that the interactions in the GAID generally followed a strong
calculative rationale. Companies within the district pursued the clear objective of profit
maximisation. However, in order to achieve this objective there was a high willingness
to participate in social networks and inter-firm cooperations within the GAID.

With respect to the expectations from personal involvement in social
institutions, unexpectedly clear answers had been given by the entrepreneurs.
“All these social activities we promote are to obtain future rewards and to improve
the productivity of our workers” (ELBE) or “the reasons why we engage in
networking is because of business”. The candour, with which entrepreneurs were
emphasising the instrumentalisation of personal relationships for future economic
gains, was rather surprising.

Referring to the rationale for interactions between the entrepreneur and his
employees, we observed an increasing usage of performance-related reward
systems. Peltor paid bonuses to its employees for high productivity and active
participation in process and product improvements. This showed a strong
economic motive, on which interactions between the entrepreneur and his
employees were based. The spread of performance related reward systems was
also confirmed by the union’s representatives: “There are a lot of bonus systems;
they are always on group basis”.

Most obviously the calculative rationale was exhibited in the selection of new
suppliers. Although most firms described their supplier/customers relationships in
the district as stable and co-operative, many of the firms emphasised their
determination to change suppliers if they could get the same products with the
same quality at a lower price from outside competitors. It turns out to be rather short-
sighted to conclude from the pure existence of preferences towards the maintenance
of relationships with existing suppliers within the district, to an underlying social
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rationale. Rather than reflecting concern for the maintenance of personal relation-
ships, or responsibility for the workforce within the region, this preference was
based on considerations of switching costs, that might incur with the direct costs and
risk involved in a supplier switch. Therefore it was understandable that most
entrepreneurs would always give their existing suppliers the opportunity to match
the new offer. However, they would not hesitate to break ties with their established
suppliers, if price, quality, and service requirements were not competitive: “Knowing
the people you are doing business with is important, but money has no friends”
(Levi Peterson).

With respect to the rationale for inter-firm cooperation, the above mentioned
impression was sustained. Although the importance of social relationships was often
stressed by the owner-managers, the expected result of the maintenance of personal
relationships with the local suppliers was directed towards a higher efficiency.
Cooperative efforts may improve the suppliers’ product and process quality, shorten
lead times of production or create possibilities to access new markets. The same
rationale was evidenced in the interview at the industrial development centre: “We
are trying to develop these relationships between customers and suppliers because
we want to reduce costs. All the actions we take are conducted to achieve our
economic goals”.

In all dimensions of relationships investigated within this study, a coherent
calculative rationale of interaction was expressed by the entrepreneurs. Although as
argued in the theoretical framework, a calculative rationale was expected to be
prevalent among the entrepreneurs of the district, the strong extent to which the
entrepreneurs declared themselves for the intentional instrumentalisation of their
relationships towards economic benefits was not expected, but confirmed our
conceptual framework.

Conclusions

Overall the proposed patterns, developed in the TCT framework, showed a high
consistency with the empirical findings in the Gnosjö/Anderstorp industrial district. In
particular the perspective of the industrial district as an institutional form, based on
hierarchic interactions and following a calculative rationale labelled “corporation”,
was able to provide a high explanation power for the industrial district phenomenon.

As far as the intensity of interaction is concerned, the findings of former studies
(Davidsson 1995) proposing a relatively high level of interaction among the firms
within the GAID, were confirmed. Basically three categories of firms have to be
distinguished. First there is a group of medium-sized firms that serve as Original
Equipment Manufacturers for the automotive or telecommunication industry.
These firms serve generally only a small number of customers, with a strong focus
on companies headquartered in Sweden, outside the district. The relationship with
their customers is based on subcontracting. Their internationalisation is normally
restricted to the delivery of foreign subsidiaries of their Swedish customers.
Second there is a smaller group of medium-sized manufacturers, serving the end
customer market. These firms are highly internationalised. They serve a large
number of customers and rely heavily on the advances in product development,
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since they are competing on a high quality strategy. Finally, there are the majority
of small subcontractors, who are supplying as subcontractors to the first two
groups and are often, solely locally oriented. The strongest interactions within the
district were observed between the medium sized firms and their small sized
specialised suppliers. While cooperation among all groups was focusing on
experience and information exchange, within these strong buyer-supplier relation-
ships cooperation was also prevalent in the area of product development. Overall
the ties among the companies within the district seemed to erode, due to changes in
ownership and less local orientation of a new generation of owner-managers. Even
though advantages in terms of transaction costs by interactions with geographically
proximate firms were still expressed by the owner-managers, there was a clear
indication that the importance of the proximity of transaction partners, and the
associated transaction costs savings were considered to decrease gradually within
the future. Reflecting the difficulties of horizontal cooperations, hardly any
cooperation could be observed among directly competing firms.

As far as forms of interaction are concerned, it is evident in the GAID that there
are clear power (hierarchical) relationships among the small-sized suppliers, the
medium-sized firms and their outside customers. These power relationships are
exhibited in the prevalence of asymmetric subcontracting relations. Especially the
highly specialised small-sized subcontractors exhibit a high dependency on their
established customers. The increasing competitive pressure on their customers as
well as increasing internationalisation of their own market segments presents a
significant risk exposure for these companies. It is questionable to what extent
these subcontractors can adapt to structural changes, solely based on their own
resources. They might rather need the assistance of their larger customers, in the
accomplishment of this change. However since their customers are following a
calculative rationale, incentives for such an assistance have to be created. The
current forms of agreements between supplier and local customers do not seem to
be suitable for more intensive forms of interaction. The analysis of the contextual
factors for market failure, as derived from transaction costs theory, leads to the con-
clusion that the particular contextual conditions found in the district, allow the
realisation of savings in transaction costs. This might explain to a large extent the
former success of the district. However, while the transaction costs savings by intra-
district cooperation seem to lose part of their importance, the competitive pressure on
the companies is increasing steadily.

Addressing the rationale of interaction, the findings support the conclusion that
social approaches towards industrial districts, grounded on an underlying ideational
or genuine rationale have to be rejected. Compared to the calculative rationale they
can not contribute to the explanation of major intentions for interactions of the
economic actors. Social approaches lack a necessary depth of analysis, when
focussing on the impact of social relationships on business interactions, while
ignoring that the same social relationships have often been established and
maintained out of a basically calculative motive. Also the argument of redistribution
purposes of the entrepreneur can not serve to explain the interactions taken. One
might argue that the motivations for becoming an entrepreneur might not be just of a
material nature or that social relationships play an important role in business, which
is rendering it difficult to distinguish between business and social relationships.
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Entrepreneurs might even be willing to share their profits with workers, friends or
society. Nevertheless our case sustained that the major rationale for the evaluation of
business transactions was economically based. Even engagements in social
interactions were calculating for future economic benefits. None of the entrepreneurs
interviewed would work with a supplier in the region, if he did not consider it
economically profitable.

Policy implications

What does all this mean for the economic perspective of the Gnosjö region? This
paper clearly indicates that most of the companies were not any more competitive on
production prices with their competitors from low-cost labour countries. Their
particular advantage and foundation of survival was attributed to the following three
reasons: first, the provision of superior quality products that saved the customers
more costs; second, the reputation as trustworthy and reliable business partners that
decreased the risk of costly unexpected supply shortages for the customer; and third,
it was considered to be too costly for the customer to switch the supplier, due to the
involved transaction costs for pre-information, contracting and monitoring.

As seen in previous cases of international competition, these advantages are
mostly temporary in nature. Therefore, one has to be aware of that the low costs
competitors of today will gradually close the still existing quality gap. Second, new
low-cost suppliers will also improve their reputation, when they prove over an
extended period that they can fulfil their contractual agreements. Therefore the risk
for customers to face unexpected supply shortages will continuously decrease by the
time that professional low costs suppliers stick to their contracts. Third, new
information technology and electronic markets especially for standard commodities
will decrease the switching costs for customers. There is a tendency to ignore the
fact that in a fast changing environment, the factors that once sustained the initial
success of the industrial districts are losing importance (Bianchi 1998).

In Third Italy, today’s success of certain regions in contrast to less successful
regions is attributed to different degrees of tertiarisation. The more successful
regions showed a higher capability in achieving a structural change from
manufacturing into knowledge-intensive service sectors. However a structural
change into the service sector does not appear to be a viable option for the
development of the GAID. While Northern Italy is characterised by a highly
qualified work force, this is not the case in the Gnosjö region.

Based on our TCT framework and sustained by our empirical findings a four step
program will be proposed:

– First, the relative competitiveness of the industrial district in the production of
the main product segments has to be analysed. Departing from the customer
needs, potential product ideas within the industry segments should be generated.
For these newly generated product ideas and all currently produced products by
the companies in the region and by outside competitors, the sum of production
and transaction costs have to be calculated from the point of view of the
customers (Eggertsson 1990; Furubotn and Richter 1997). These total product
costs have to be compared to the costs of competitors in other regions, with
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special regard to the low labour cost countries in Eastern Europe. The outcome
of this analysis should be a product agenda, listing products with competitive
overall costs advantages or only minor costs disadvantages.

– Second, this product agenda should guide specialisation of the companies in the
region. It should be noted that specialisation just for production costs
minimisation can not be the goal; since specialisation poses high risks and
dependencies and as shown by Staber (1997) might decrease the probability of
firm survival especially in the context of small firms. Nevertheless, specialisa-
tion might be a condition sine qua non, in order to maintain an internationally
competitive level of production costs in many segments. The key question
however remains - how these risk costs of specialisation can be decreased? It is
proposed here that companies within the district, which are in a vertical buyer-
seller relationship, should engage in a hierarchical institutional agreement. This
agreement should allow the buying company to benefit from costs savings in
production costs of its suppliers, while at the same time absorbing much of the
risks of specialisation, by committing to a long-term relationship and to an
active support of the supplier in his efforts to reach new customers and improve
the product quality. It demands a new way of thinking on behalf of the buying
company, rather than following a rationale of maximising the dependency of the
supplier in order to improve a superior bargaining position, the proposed
rationale stresses the generation of ideas on how to improve your suppliers
business, simultaneously reducing your own costs.

– Third, the level of cooperation among direct competitors was relatively low.
This coincides with the current popularity of mergers and acquisitions that can
followed up in the business press, indicating that forms of cooperation between
directly competing companies with different owners are difficult to realise. After
a careful consideration of the transaction costs, most companies of the same
industry segment might realise significant savings, when horizontally integrat-
ing. This integration might be realised in the form of a merger and acquisition or
the integration under a common holding structure.

– Fourth, the district should establish a central coordination company. The tasks of
this central coordination company would be twofold. On the one hand it should
maintain intensive contacts with the customer market and analyse the global
market within the main industry segments of the district. On the other hand it
should also provide common functional services for the companies of the district.
“The collective provision of services and information makes affordable something
which small firms otherwise could not hope to manage as isolated individual
units” (Sengenberger and Pyke 1992:5).
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